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living with the sun



the sunlight contains a smaller share of blue colour. 
Besides these natural conditions, we are influenced 
by cultural factors such as religion, politics, econo-
my, technology and traditionalism vs. modernism.

• The new Sattler collection

Nowadays we still can find a great many different 
worlds of colours in different regions - in spite of an 
increasing globalization process. 
When creating the brand-new Sattler collection for 
2008 we considered both, current trends and also 
assigned the patterns to respective regions. To illus-
trate our work, we have picked the characteristic do-
minant colours out of each regional world of colours 
and reunified them to a region-specific, exquisitely 
colourful moment of harmony.  

Dr. L. Oberascher

Our vision of the world...

Dr. Leonhard Oberascher (colour and design psycho-
logist) has worked out this concept in cooperation 
with Sattler.

• Light, climate, landscape and culture, mold man 
and society

In the course of history man has adopted his way 
of life and his architecture to the respective climatic 
and scenic conditions of his living space. Out of it a 
dazzling array of regional features and cultures have 
blossomed.

• region-specific worlds of colours / cultures of co-
lours

The choice of colours for buildings has long been re-
stricted by the local availability of building materials. 
Beyond that, the very same colours may have diffe-
rent effects, depending on the region. For example, 
in the south a deep shade of blue shines much more 
vigorously than in the north of Europe. Due to the 
greater angle of the sun’s rays in northern regions, 

Sattler embodies the spirit of the landscape, the ambience of impressions, lifestyle and 
architecture and, together with the best loved colours of each area, this spirit finds its 
own place in Sattler fabrics.
These synergies are the source of our wide variety of patterns.

How do regional characteristics influence the art of the making 
of Sattler fabrics?  

320 496

Atmospheric picture

Primary coloursAbstraction



living with the sun

320 904 UV 80

320 903 UV 80

320 906 UV 40

320 911 UV 60

320 914 UV 80

320 913 UV 80

320 909 UV 80

320 907 UV 60

NEW ARRIVALS!



SOLIDS

314 910 UV 60 314 010 UV 40 314 580 UV 40

314 015 UV 30

314 030 UV 40 314 723 UV 40 314 344 UV 80

314 028 UV 80

314 941 UV 80

314 364 UV 80 314 398 UV 80 314 402 UV 80 364 638 UV 80

314 471 UV 60314 E67 UV 30 314 325 UV 60 314 814 UV 80

314 851 UV 80 314 020 UV 80

314 008 UV 80 314 013 UV 80 314 016 UV 80 314 403 UV 80 364 570 UV 80

314 033 UV 40 314 583 UV 60

314 947 UV 60 314 045 UV 80 314 395 UV 80 314 724 UV 60

364 610 UV 80 314 160 UV 80 314 014 UV 80 314 002 UV 80 314 005 UV 80

314 019 UV 80 314 223 UV 60 364 546 UV 80 314 367 UV 80 314 347 UV 80

314 001 UV 80 314 763 UV 80 314 022 UV 80 364 569 UV 80

314 397 UV 80 314 394 UV 80 314 359 UV 80 314 011 UV 80 314 006 UV 80

364 568 UV 80 314 E52 UV 80 314 414 UV 80 314 271 UV 80 314 154 UV 80

314 396 UV 80 314 004 UV 80 364 592 UV 80 314 362 UV 80 314 257 UV 80

314 830 UV 60

314 003 UV 80

314 007 UV 80
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314 018 UV 80
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living with the sun

BLOCK STRIPES

315 352 UV 40

315 052 UV 60

315 059 UV 60

315 066 UV 80

315 353 UV 80

315 167 UV 60

315 399 UV 40

315 422 UV 60

315 420 UV 60

315 404 UV 80

315 105 UV 60
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364 595 UV 80

364 636 UV 80

364 548 UV 80
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SPECIALS

328 030 UV 60

328 325 UV 60

328 947 UV 60

355 851355 221

355 891355 261

353 261

...REFLECT/REFLECTAIR

...SOLID EXCLUSIVE

also available in colour 221, 851, 891

UV 80

UV 80

UV 80

UV 80

UV 80

living with the sun



The psychology of perception uses the term  
“colour memory” to describe the phenome-
non that colour is not perceived in abstract 
terms but associated with relevant objects 
and experiences. Thus, colour is not an ob-
jective phenomenon but a very personal 
one.

Do you sometimes find it difficult to tell what 
you like best? To decide upon a colour com-
bination? To intuitively feel which design fits 
you and your house better than others?

We brainstormed about how we could 
support you in this matter and examined 
whether a preference for certain colours 
could be explained from a perception-psy-
chology and psycho-energetic angle.

We found that it can! Sattler has therefo-
re developed the “Talking Color Kit”, an in-
novative tool that brings colours to life and 
triggers the very personal relation to certain 

colours in your mind. Colour is transposed 
into a story with soul … your very personal 
story. 

This means a completely new dimension in 
the perception of colour and patterns. Lilac 
suddenly starts smelling like its namesake 
flowers, and beige evokes the rustle and 
scent of fresh straw. Open your personal 
colour memory treasure chest and find the 
key to understanding your personal taste. 
Perhaps you will discover a moment of ten-
derness, adventure, or joy.
This experience is an integral part of your 
colour treasure chest, and this, in addition 
to many other experiences, will mark your 
understanding and help you to make the 
right choice. 
Let yourself be inspired and discover with 
us, an exciting world full of poetry and im-
pressions!

Fun and enjoyment are guaranteed!

The poetry of colour.



elements

320 679 UV 60

30A 112 UV 40 30A 554 UV 40

30A 560 UV 60

30A 795 UV 40 320 309 UV 80

320 757 UV 60 320 758 UV 80

320 811 UV 60 320 104 UV 80

320 190 UV 60 320 245 UV 60

320 333 UV 60 320 409 UV 80

320 417 UV 80 320 959 UV 80
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320 054 UV 6030A 082 UV 40

320 077 UV 80 320 129 UV 80

320 252 UV 80 320 253 UV 80

320 288 UV 60 320 496 UV 80

320 600 UV 80 320 601 UV 80

320 605 UV 80 320 606 UV 40

320 673 UV 80 320 B21 UV 80

320 B70 UV 40 320 D06 UV 40



elements

30A 703 UV 60

320 062 UV 80 320 067 UV 80

320 075 UV 60 320 103 UV 80

320 225 UV 40 320 428 UV 80

320 443 UV 80 320 450 UV 80

320 849 UV 60 30A 734 UV 40

320 101 UV 60 320 477 UV 80

320 479 UV 40 320 480 UV 60

320 486 UV 60 320 493 UV 80



living with the sun

364 052 Oslo UV 60

364 559 San Remo UV 60

364 591 Canberra UV 60

364 203 Brisbane UV 80 364 056 Milano UV 80

364 064 San Marino UV 60 364 096 Sydney UV 30

364 625 Amalfi UV 80

364 633 Zeven UV 80

364 533 Broome UV 80

364 051 Luxor UV 80

364 560 Vancouver UV 80

364 598 Emerald UV 80

364 642 Narvik UV 80

364 639 Sahara UV 80

364 643 Stavanger UV 60

364 640 Namib UV 80

364 645 Gisborne UV 80 364 648 Madras UV 80

364 646 Timaru UV 80 364 650 Jakarta UV 80

Gottschalk selection



Gottschalk selection
ARABESQUE

LINEA

389 001 Polka UV 60

389 026 Swing UV 80

389 047 Menuett UV 60

364 539 UV 60

364 540 UV 60

364 541 UV 60

364 542 UV 80

364 543 UV 80

364 544 UV 80



TWINCOLOR

364 530 UV 80

364 529 UV 80

364 637 UV 80

364 592 UV 80

364 595 UV 80

364 568 UV 80

364 548 UV 80

364 638 UV 80

364 636 UV 80



The Sattler guarantee
1. Guarantee

Sattler AG assumes a 5-year guarantee for spin-dyed 
acrylic fabrics against excessive loss of the protective 
function of awning fabrics.
This guarantee refers to the appearance of a typical 
wear and tear on the fabric.

Further informations: ww.sattler-corp.com

air conditioning in the world

Sattler awnings, the most natural

Pleasant climatic 
conditions, even 
on the hottest 
summer day.

Some places are more attractive than others. A decisive factor of comfortable room climate is the sensitive interplay of light, 
temperature and colour. As manufacturers of awning fabrics, we have studied these factors for many years and optimize 
each one, to create the most pleasant atmosphere.

In this respect, the insulation factor is highly important, since it determines whether a room will warm up or stay cool in-
side. 
Outdoor awnings have a cooling effect as they block the sun’s rays and prevent a room from heating up. The effect is similar 
to a good sunhat: your keep a clear head, even on very hot days, and temperatures remain at a comfortable level. 

An awning that blocks the sun may reduce energy consumption, normally needed to cool a hot room, by over 80%. In other 
words: a room with an ideally mounted awning, with outstanding light qualities, will not reach more than 82°F even on the 
hottest summer day. We offer fabrics with different light qualities in order to meet the requirements of different locations. 
These include true sun-blockers such as our quality Reflect 355. Depending on the sunlight on site, Sattler fabrics are the 
perfect solution for every application.

An awning that blocks 

out the sun reduces the 

energy consumption 

needed to cool down a 

hot room by over 80%.



side of the sun.

The sunny and less sunny 

To help you enjoy both the summer 
sun and fresh air, we have been dea-
ling with one important aspect of aw-
nings for many years: UV protection. 
The considerable climate shift has led 
to a dramatic increase of UV-rays, 
increasing the risk of consequential 
damage, such as overpigmentation 
and skin cancer.
One thing is certain: staying in the 
shade is no longer enough to protect 
you. Even shielded, your skin may 
be exposed to considerable UV-ra-
diation, with serious health conse-
quences.

In accordance with our own HigTEX 
claim, our fabrics all come with 
strong UV-protection, certified ac-

cording to the strict, rigorous stan-
dard of the ARGE Dermatologische 
Prävention e.V. of the Swiss Cancer 
Ligue in Berne. This UV 801 certifica-
tion tells you for each fabric, exactly 
by how long the specific protection 
time of your skin is increased when 
directly exposed to the sun. Even a 
low gradation, such as 
“40” filters out more 
than 95% of UV-radi-
ation.

So, resting under a 
Sattler awning not 
only assures you a comfortable and 
pleasant experience, it also provides 
the certainty that you are well pro-
tected against the sun.



www.sattler-corp.com

A strong promise -

the Sattler quality seal.

On-road test

clean fabric fabric soiled with 
paprika

fabric soiled with 
paprika

dirt is washed off

All Sattler fabrics are protected with        TEXGARD EASY CLEAN*

Impregnated with our patented TEXGARD EASY CLEAN* finish, each fiber is protected with an invisible 
shield, resulting in the highest standards of performance for:

• Water repellency
• Resistance to soil and stains

As well as effective 
protection against:

• Oil and grease
• Growth of mold and mildew
• Exhaust emissions and smog
• Environmental contaminants

Sattler fabrics comply with the strict Oko-Tex Standards and are tested in accord with 
UV Standard 801.

Enjoy your new Sattler awning!

Sattler’s “HIGHTEX QUALITY” seal stands for 
certified and premium quality.

All of our products are manufactured according 
to the strictest criteria and meet the highest 
demands in terms of an outdoor fabric.

Only the highest quality acrylic fiber is used:

100% solution-dyed acrylic is a fiber which has 
been developed specifically for outdoor use.

• All of our fiber (solution-dyed) feature   
 highest UV standards, light fastness and 
 resistance to weathering.
• Heat-resistant up to 302°F
• Protection against rotting
• The finest fiber produces the strongest   
 and most uniform yarns


